To find a grass tougher than our new Aspen Kentucky bluegrass, you'd have to go undercover.

When searching for the ultimate turf, the grass to keep an eye on is Aspen, the elite new Kentucky bluegrass from Northrup King. With qualities such as superior disease resistance, excellent color and texture, winterhardiness, heat tolerance, and wide adaptability, we think Aspen is not only the toughest, but the best bluegrass variety around.

Anything better would be downright unnatural.

You'll find Aspen only in Northrup King's Medalist Turf Mixtures. To uncover more information, contact Northrup King, P.O. Box 959, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440.
size of bluegrass lawn that is allowed. Homeowners and commercial developers try to reduce water costs by eliminating the most water intensive part of the landscape—the lawn.

Oftentimes, the bluegrass lawn is replaced with non-water-using materials such as gravel or lava rock.

Rock, in small quantities and in tune with the landscape, can be an attractive addition.

All too often, any grass that is removed is replaced, almost inch for inch, with acres of rock. Few of us find large acreages of identically-sized rock attractive. We often don’t consider the increased heat load on the building from this material.

With these developments as impetus, plus the desire to reduce maintenance, people are looking for landscape plants and grasses that can be substituted for bluegrass and more traditional plants without a loss in the visual quality of their landscape.

Drought tolerance
In the past, we have been led to believe that "you can’t overwater bluegrass" and that bluegrass is not drought tolerant. These are both false, yet hard to shake from our landscape beliefs.

In commercial settings, the major concern is reducing water costs while maintaining a green landscape. The homeowners typically are more interested in reducing the time they must spend in their yard with water savings as a secondary benefit.

In reality, reducing water use will also reduce maintenance needs, resulting in savings of water, time, and money.

Turfgrass research at universities across the country are exploring two areas: (1) water needs of the familiar turfgrasses and breeding more tolerant varieties of these grasses; and, (2) new species of grasses.

Both areas of research are valuable and needed. Here, we will concentrate on new grasses for turf use.

No cure-all
There are quite a few grasses that show promise as turfgrasses while offering low water and maintenance needs. But there is no one grass that is the answer for all situations and no grass is completely bad.

Also, there are several techniques that can be used on any turfgrass to reduce water use and maintenance, methods such as reducing turf areas with decks or shrub beds, monitoring irrigation amounts closely, and reducing mowing frequency.

To find "new" turfgrasses, turf researchers and managers have been looking to range science and to neglected areas where grasses have naturalized and are thriving without irrigation. If these grasses can perform well with only natural precipitation, their performance should improve with a little supplemental irrigation and fertilization.

Many times, people associate dryland grasses with native grasses (Table 1). This is often not the case. Some prefer to concentrate more on the warm season/cold season classification than on the native vs. introduced classification.

If a grass is adapted to an area and...
THE BROUWER-VAC... largest capacity Vac on today's market. The powerful suction head and blower provide the latest technique for vacuuming turf and hard surface areas.

It provides an economical method of picking up grass clippings, leaves, twigs, pine needles and thatch from verti-cutting on sod farms, golf courses, parks and recreation areas and also trash and litter from hard surfaces in airports, parking lots, stadiums and highway shoulders. It vacuums acre after acre without wasteful frequent unloading stops. Fast easy self-unloading is via hydraulically operated door and conveyer. The optional Vac extension hose is spring balanced for ease of handling and allows the operator access in hard to reach areas around trees, flower beds, fences and culverts.

The Brouwer-Vac, designed to provide an economical, fast, efficient and reliable way to "clean-up", it enhances the beauty and cleanliness of turf and hard surface areas.

**FEATURES:**

- Large load capacity
- Light weight construction
- Dual flotation tires
- Easy to operate finger tip controls
- Unloads in seconds with hydraulic driven conveyer
- 80 in. floating suction head (Opt. extension to 120 in.)
- P.T.O. Driven
- Only requires standard tractor 35-45 hp
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Of the water used in urban areas, estimates indicate approximately 50 percent is used on the landscape.

Water use and maintenance.

Bluegrass is the standard for comparing other grasses. Comparisons of plant characteristics such as leaf texture and plant tolerances use bluegrass as a point of reference.

Bluegrass has surprising drought tolerance. If unirrigated, the grass will go brown but will resprout from the rhizomes or underground stems when favorable conditions return.

It is by these rhizomes that bluegrass forms the tight sod with which we are familiar. It responds well to irrigation, fertilization, and mowing. Newer varieties have increased resistance to heat, drought, disease, wear, and compaction.

Smooth brome/tall fescue

Smooth brome and tall fescue have been used as a turf mix in an office complex for at least six years in Denver. It is a cool season mix first created to reduce visible drought stress during summer months.

Smooth brome is a weak sod former and tall fescue is a bunch grass. Both of these grasses are widely used as pasture grasses in the Great Plains. The leaf texture (width) is much coarser than bluegrass. However, unless bluegrass is planted adjacent to this mix, most people do not realize it is not bluegrass.

This mix offers better visual drought tolerance than bluegrass and when mowed only every two weeks can be used to delineate areas for aesthetic appeal. The seed costs, using an "old" variety of tall fescue, can be as little as one-half that of bluegrass.

Tall fescue

Tall fescue is sometimes considered to be a weedy grass that is difficult to control. The improved varieties have almost-bluegrass leaf width and when planted as a monoculture, a tall fescue lawn is beautiful.

Some recommend this cool season grass as a method to reduce maintenance by mowing every two weeks to a height of four inches.

Researchers at the University of Nebraska have extensive plots mowed at both one and two inches and both look great.

According to Dr. Terry Riordan (University of Nebraska), if a grass can maintain turf quality at one- and two-inch mowing heights, it will also be acceptable under less intensive maintenance schedules.

Tall fescue has a higher water use rate than bluegrass. Its drought tolerance is tied to its four foot deep root system, enabling it to tap a large soil volume for moisture. This grass is now available as sod in several states including Colorado, California, Texas, and New Mexico.

The seed is fairly large and seeding rates range from four to 10 pounds per 1,000 sq. ft. By postponing fertilization until early June after the natural flush of growth, excessive growth can be reduced.

The wheatgrasses

There are several wheatgrasses with turf potential. The two most promising at this time are western and crested or fairway wheatgrass. Both these wheatgrasses will tolerate precipitation as low as 14 inches per year, which can influence the amount of supplemental irrigation applied in season.

Western wheatgrass is a native sod forming grass. The aggressiveness of the rhizomes of this grass, as with most grasses, is related to the available water and nutrients. It is closely related to quackgrass (Elytrigia repens, was Agropyron repens). Most western wheatgrass has a bluish tinge to the foliage which can give an added visual feature in the landscape.

Emergence of the seed can be expected in two to three weeks, a rate that is a little slower than bluegrass. This should be considered when including this grass in a mix because western wheatgrass may not be visible the first season due to competition from the other germinating grasses.

Fairway wheatgrass is a selection from the crested wheatgrass complex. Fairway is leafier and shorter in height, making it the more suitable variety for turf use. It is a cool season bunch grass and is one of the most widely used grasses for highway revegetation. The leaf texture is between bluegrass and tall fescue. Fairway wheatgrass responds well to irrigation, fertilization, and mowing and will prosper in a pure stand or in a mix.

Bermudagrass

Now what about warm season grasses? (Table 2) A problem with warm season grasses used in urban
Introducing the 7-Year Limited Warranty

For years we’ve had an open and shut case for quality in irrigation system valves. Now we’re putting a promise behind our words.

The 8000BCR Series of contamination-resistant, 1” to 3” bronze valves is so tough and dependable that Weather-matic is backing them up with a new 7-year limited warranty!

But there’s even more. Our direct burial, remote control valves are available in other models, too. The new 7000E Series offers competitively priced bronze valves in ¾” to 2” sizes. The 11000 Series features 1” to 2” sizes of high-strength, glass-filled plastic construction. Both carry 1-year limited warranties.

All Weather-matic valves are the normally-closed type. Design features include a unique dual ported flexing diaphragm that minimizes clogging and malfunctions without traditional bleed tubes or channels. An easy-to-use manual bleed lever bleeds valves to downstream. And every valve is water pressure-tested before leaving the factory.

Weather-matic valves have been providing top performance around the country for years. Teamed up with our controllers, sprinkler heads and Rain-Stat®, they work and work and work. That’s why more and more irrigation professionals say you can’t beat the system — when the one you choose is Weather-matic.

For complete information, write or call today.
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P.O. Box 16205 • Dallas, Texas 75218
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Until now, there's never been a utility vehicle designed and built specifically to meet your turf-care needs.

But now there's the Cushman Eagle. The Cushman Eagle is not a converted golf cart. It's not a redesign. It's a revolutionary new turf utility vehicle that sets a new standard of performance.

You can choose from more options to meet a wider range of needs. Bodies made of sleek, dent-resistant polyurethane or time-tested diamond-plate steel. Models that allow four passengers to face forward. You get a smoother, more comfortable ride. More responsive handling. And longer service life.

The Cushman Eagle is the kind of rugged, reliable vehicle you've come to expect from Cushman, the leading manufacturer of cost-efficient time savers. A comparison will convince you of its performance. The price will convince you of its value.

Test drive one at your Cushman dealer today or call for more information. You'll see that nothing else works as well or looks as good as the new Cushman Eagle.

Our Reputation is Built to Last.
All across America hundreds of cities, large and small, are joining a growing movement...Tree City USA. From Manchester, Maine, to Pacific Grove, California, people are planting and caring for trees.

What is Tree City USA? It is a national urban forestry program designed to make every community a better place in which to live. It is a proven program where American cities and towns are given the guidelines for effective urban forestry management.

Be a part of this growing movement. Join New York, Chicago, Anaheim, Greenleaf and Broken Bow and support Tree City USA where you live.

For more information, write: The National Arbor Day Foundation, Nebraska City, NE 68410.
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Be a part of this growing movement. Join New York, Chicago, Anaheim, Greenleaf and Broken Bow and support Tree City USA where you live.
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BUFFALOGRASS
This native warm season grass has been looked upon as the panacea for lawns in parts of the Great Plains. Around the turn of the century, buffalograss was widely used in the Midwest as a lawn grass.

Buffalograss and blue grama were found in associations over approximately 90 percent of the Great Plains. Obviously these grasses have the heat and drought tolerance to survive in our lawns.

Buffalograss spreads by stolons or above-ground runners. Its maximum height is six to eight inches which makes the grass attractive as a "no mow" lawn. It has both male and female plants and flowers. The male flowers extend above the foliage while the female flowers and seeds are nestled in the foliage, close to the ground.

Special seed harvesters and techniques are needed for buffalograss, increasing the cost of seed. The seeds are found inside burs, two to five grains per bur. By using treated seed, buffalograss will emerge in seven to 10 days with establishment irrigation.

BLUE GRAMA
Also a native grass, blue grama has a familiar and attractive seedhead. It is a bunch grass and is often mixed with buffalograss for diversity and to reduce seed costs.

All eight grasses discussed here tolerate mowing at 2½-3 inches on a weekly basis, although less frequent mowings may be beneficial to the grass. They all respond to fertilization and irrigation and make an acceptable turf.

These grasses have been selected for examination in research plots because of their adaptations to a semiarid climate and tolerance for increased moisture and other maintenance practices.

All organisms have pests, these "new" grasses included. As an industry, we don't know all the pests that might cause problems or which chemicals will work and which may burn the foliage.

Many pest outbreaks, especially diseases, can be prevented by maintaining a healthy stand of grass. Water for these alternative grasses is the key for reducing disease incidence just as it is for bluegrass.

When selecting a grass, be it bluegrass or another, develop long-term maintenance practices to match the needs of the grass.

Regardless of the grass selected, good horticulture practices such as soil preparation, proper placement of plants, well designed irrigation systems and appropriate irrigation schedules, and matched maintenance schedules will benefit the grass selected. The maintenance schedule should also show reduced costs through reduced maintenance and water used.

In some areas of the country, using other grasses is more critical now than in other areas. However, in all parts of the U.S., unless we can figure out how to supply the natural precipitation evenly throughout the year, there will be more interest and emphasis on lower water using plants. The green industry could suffer considerable damage if landscaping is forbidden or restricted as a method of conserving water.

We, as an industry, can prevent this by developing or introducing plant material better adapted to the climatic variations in our area and by working with municipalities to help educate the public on attractive water conserving landscaping techniques and options, before ordinances are enacted.
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IDYLLIC INVERNESS

Superintendent Tom Walker keeps his course, host of this year’s PGA Championship, in superb shape with a ‘light and frequent’ maintenance program.

by Ken Kuhajda, managing editor

It doesn’t look like much, the blue hills spruce that sits near the tee of the 8th hole. But it sure made Inverness Club in Toledo, Ohio, even more famous.

It’s become known simply as the “Hinkle Tree,” the 25-footer that golfer Lon Hinkle made famous at the 1979 U.S. Open.

During the opening round, Hinkle decided to take a short cut on the par 5, 528-yard, dogleg left 8th hole by hitting his tee shot through a narrow opening and into the parallel 17th fairway.

From the 17th fairway, the no. 8 green was reachable in two strokes.

Number 18 at 354 yards is probably the shortest finishing hole on a major U.S. course. But the tiny green, bunkered front and left, slopes to the right and back, thus creating a challenge even for the pros.

Maintenance tricks

Walker tends a course that exhibits common northern characteristics: bentgrass tees and greens, bentgrass and poa annua fairways, and a bluegrass/tall fescue mix in the roughs. He says that only subtle changes are being made in preparation for the PGA.

The course has 94 sand traps, some of which are bordered by yarrow, a noxious weed that Walker lets grow and then uses to his advantage.

Hundreds of varieties of trees dot the course, some of which were gifts from members. “We have a membership who loves their trees. We try to bring in some different trees for them,” says Walker, pointing to a fern leaf beech.

A paperbark maple in the 9th fairway is a gift from a doctor.

may have been the only Open participant to realize that, and during the first round, he hit a one-iron and two-iron, and then two-putted for birdie.

Word spread and two other golfers birdied the hole. The next day, golfers were surprised to see the scraggly blue hills spruce in the slight gap Hinkle had hit through.

On Friday, Hinkle was unaffected by the tree. He hit his driver over the Hinkle Tree and into the 17th fairway for another birdie.

Superintendent Tom Walker and tournament officials are hoping the same thing won’t happen this year when Inverness hosts the PGA Championship Aug. 4-10. The tree is several feet taller, and the woods between the 8th and 17th holes has grown considerably more dense.

The Hinkle Tree has added to the legend of 83-year-old Inverness, host of four U.S. Opens (1920, 1931, 1957, 1979), one U.S. Amateur (1973), and a PGA Championship (1986).
The proof is in the putting.

The Greens King IV with the revolutionary new Turf Groomer™ greens conditioner has no equal for producing faster, truer greens, without lowering height of cut.

This unique, patented greens care system, a Jacobsen exclusive, concentrates on troublesome thatch and horizontal runners that can slow down putting, or even throw off putting accuracy.

The front roller "puckers up" horizontal runners and plant leaves, readying them for clipping.

Then, the powered knife blades rotate through the slots in the front roller, cutting horizontal runners and removing thatch that can choke a green to death.

The reel follows closely behind, neatly cutting the grass while it's still standing straight and true.

The result: Faster, truer putting and healthier, hardier greens, ready for play. And, you get all this without reducing the height of cut.

So, contact your Jacobsen Distributor to arrange a free demonstration. And, put this revolutionary new greens care system to the test on your own proving ground.


Greens King and Turf Groomer are trademarks of Jacobsen Division of Textron.
Inverness employee Eric Malczewski mows a narrow strip of turf in the U-shaped sand trap that sits in the fairway between holes 14 and 15.

Strong support
With all his maintenance activity, Walker needs both a big and capable crew. He's lucky. He has both.

About 30 workers toil the turf at Inverness (mainly with Toro and some Jacobsen equipment), with just five remaining year-round. Walker repeatedly points out his crew's talent.

"I'd put this crew up against any in the country," says Walker. He adds there's something special, an added incentive, when preparing for a major tournament.

"Something like the PGA pulls them together. They realize it's a once-in-a-lifetime event and they get to participate in it," he says.

The crew is an interesting bunch. Assistant superintendent Tim Kennelly, 23, already has eight years golf course experience. He has an associate degree of turfgrass management from renowned Michigan State University.

The tall, blond Kennelly worked for Walker at Highland Meadows. He also worked two summers at famed Oakmont Country Club in Oakmont, Pa. The youthful Kennelly says he doesn't feel great pressure to perform.

"I don't think age is an issue. It's ability and experience," says Kennelly, who hopes to land his own superintendent's job after this year's PGA.

Kennelly says he knew he wanted to be a golf course superintendent by his sophomore year in high school.

Crew member Aaron Asmus aspires to land an irrigation construction job in Florida when he graduates from the Agricultural Technical Institute (a part of Ohio State University) in Wooster, Ohio.